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How many tests will be required to test software? At first glance, we might think
that an impossibly large number of tests are required. A system containing  variables
with  assignments may require one test for each combination of assignments; i.e.
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(1)

It is simple to show that this is an impossibly large number of tests. Consider one
sample of fielded expert systems in which knowledge bases were found to contain
between 55 and 510 “literals” [49]. Literals offer two assignments for each proposition:
!)(
true or false; i.e. 
and  is half the number of literals. Assuming:

* It takes one minute to consider each test result (which is a gross underestimate),
and

* The effective working year is 225 six hour days,
then a test of those sampled systems would take between 29 years and +,.- / years (a
time longer than the age of this universe).
The goal of this chapter is to offer an optimistic alternative to the pessimism of
Equation 1. After a review of the mathematics of testing, this chapter will conclude
that in many cases, effective testing may need far fewer tests than Equation 1. Various
testing regimes will be discussed:
Black box methods ( 00 ): In 00 testing, input sets can be quickly built using automatic random selection of data. For nominal 00 testing, these inputs are drawn
from an operational profile describing the normal environment of a system [47].
For off-nominal 00 testing, these inputs can come from within and without the
operational profile. The discussion will focus on two special types of 00 testing:
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* If developers only require an approximate assessment of a system, then
approximate testing can suffice.

* Depending on the goal of the testing, we can use sampling theory to explore less than  & states of a program.

* Various stopping rules can be applied to control the time spent for testing.
White box methods ( 120 ): In 120 partition testing, analysts reflect over the internals of a program to invent test inputs that exercise 3 different partitions of a
program. Each partition represents one class of behavior of the system.
Formal methods ( 465 ): In 465 testing, after the program or specification is understood, analysts must write its representation. This formal representation contains
the essential features of the specification. It is a formal model; i.e. all its constructs have a precise semantics which can be revealed by automatic methods.
Let 7 denote the level of rigor and 498:5 denote a formal method with level-ofrigor 7 . At least four different styles of 465 can be found in the literature:

* 4<;=>5 refers to very lightweight formal methods.
* 4?/@5 refers to manual formal methods that rely heavily on mathematical
representations.

* 4=5

are the most common type of formal methods in use today. In 4=>5
testing, programs are written using conventional methods, then automatic
formal methods are used to debug and revise the program.

* 49AB5

refers to full life cycle formal methods in which code is generated
automatically from large libraries of formally proved components.

Before beginning, it is important to note that there are many methods of testing
software other than those listed above (e.g. see the excellent discussions in [21, 35]) C .
This chapter focuses on the methods listed above since we can precisely characterize
some of their properties mathematically.
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00 methods are characterized by random inputs or inputs collected from the environment. 00 tests are cheap to generate since analysts need not reflect over the
internal complexities of their systems. When designing 00 tests, test engineers make
little or no use of the internal details of a system. Two broad classes of 00 methods
are approximate testing and sampling. Test engineers often adjust the effort associated
with testing using stopping rules. Approximate testing, sampling, and stopping rules
are discussed below.
Over half this chapter discusses 00 since, surprisingly, it turns out that the random
dice of 00 testing are an excellent cost-effective method of detecting errors. Random
0E0 tests are essential for analyzing system reliability since it is good practice to test
outside of the situations defined by the analysts [26, p670]. Randomized selection of
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Figure 1: Number of tests proposed by different authors. Extended from a survey
by [10].
test inputs may uncover errors that could be missed if testing is biased by the incorrect
assumptions of the analysts [32].
Lest this chapter over emphasises 00 , it is important to stress now that 0E0 techniques are blind to the internal structure of a program. Once an error is detected using
0E0 , then other methods such as 120 or 465 are required to localize the source of that
error.
2.1. `Ea acbBdfehgjilkmonqpnrsm gjtvu
The author’s experience in the Australian and American software industry is that
the final version of a software system is often fielded after only a handful of tests
(dozens to hundreds). A literature review strongly suggests that this experience is not
atypical. For example, much of the expert systems literature proposes evaluations based
on very few tests w ; see Figure 1. Such small test sets can only ever be an approximate
test of a system. For the rest of this section, we explore the case for approximate testing.
We will find that in the majority of cases, approximate testing will suffice. However,
a mathematical model of approximate testing suggests that approximate testing will
fail at in at least 25% of cases. Hence, subsequent sections will try to improve on
approximate testing.
Approximate testing assumes that:
1. A system can be sampled via a small number of inputs.
2. This small set of inputs might not be chosen with much care.
If our software contains pathways tangled like spaghetti, then these two assumption are
clearly inappropriate. However, if software pathways are simple, then a few tests will
adequately probe a system and approximate testing is an adequate strategy.
To see when approximate testing might work, consider the following example containing
( !.15
(.sbinary variables xy{z |||}y ~y{ . Equation 1 tells us that this system needs
=
tests. However, suppose that system has only one input and one output
and pathways look like this:
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Exception: [3] propose at least one test for every five rules and add that “having more test cases than
rules would be best”.
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Figure 2: An analysis of hundreds of modules in a software system. 83% of the modules could be fully explored using less than ten tests. From [5]
Clearly, no tests are required for the top and bottom pathway since they are isolated
from system inputs and outputs. Further, only a single test is required to cover the only
pathway that connects inputs to outputs. If the paths in most programs look like this
example, then software contains
1. A small number of simple i/o pathways from inputs to outputs, and
2. Large unreachable regions.
If so, then any input, selected at random, that can propagate through to any output will
test a significant portion of the usable parts of the system. Hence:

* A small number of such inputs would hence be sufficient to test a system; and
* We can ignore Equation 1 and endorse approximate testing.
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There is much empirical evidence from the literature that real-world software comprises mostly simple i/o paths and large unreachable regions:

* Bieman & Schultz [5] studied how many sets of inputs are required to exercise
all du-pathways in a system. A du-path is a link from where a variable is defined
to where it is used. Figure 2 shows their experimental results. At least for the
system they studied, in the overwhelming majority of their modules, very few
inputs exercised all the du-pathways.

* Harrold et.al. [29] studied how control-flow diagrams grow as program size
grows. A worst-case control-flow graph is one where every program statement
links to every other statement; i.e. the edges in graph grow with the square of the
number of statements. However, for over 4000 Fortran routines and 3147 “C”
functions, the control flow graph grows linearly with the number of statements.
That is, at least in the systems seen in that study, the program pathways form
single-parent trees and not complicated tangles.

* Colomb [14] compared the inputs presented to an medical expert system with
its internal structure. Based on the number variables  and their states  , an
4
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Figure 3: Coverage reported by [32, p544]. “Block”= program blocks. “Decision”=
program conditionals. “P-use”= pathways between where a variable is assigned and
where it is used in a conditional. “C-use”= pathways between where a variable is
assigned and where it is used, but not in a conditional.
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analysis like Equation 1 made Colomb note that that system should have  &
+,:=¿ internal states. However, after one year’s operation, the inputs to that expert
system only exercised 4000 states; i.e. in practice, this system only needed to
handle a tiny fraction of the possible states (À.,.,,9ÁÂ+,Q=j¿ ).

* Avritzer et.al. [2] studied the 857 different inputs seen in 355 days operation of
an expert system. Massive overlap existed between these input sets. On average,
the overlap between two randomly selected inputs was 52.9%. Further, a simple
algorithm found that 26 carefully selected inputs covered 99% of the other inputs
while 53 carefully selected inputs covered 99.9% of the other inputs.

* Horgan and Mathur [32] noted that testing often exhibits a saturation effect; i.e.
most program paths get exercised early with little further improvement as testing
continues. Saturation is consistent with programs containing large portions with
simple shapes that are easily reached and other large portions that are so twisted
in shape, that they will never be reachable. They report studies with the Unix
report-generation language AWK [1]) and the word processor TEX [34]. Both
AWK and TEX have been tested extensively for many years by their authors,
with the assistance of a vast international user group. Elaborate test suites exist
for those systems (e.g. [34]). Even after elaborate testing, large portions of TEX
and AWK were not covered (see Figure 3).
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If these case studies represented the general case, then we should have great confidence in the utility of approximate testing. The average shape of software can be
inferred from the odds of reaching any part of the system from random input. If the
odds are high, then the pathways to that part must be simple. To infer these odds, Menzies & Cukic [39] assumed that software had been transformed into a possibly cyclic
directed graph containing and-nodes and or-nodes (e.g. Figure 4 would be converted to
Figure 5). A simplified description of their analysis is presented here. For reasons of
space, that simple description ignores certain details presented in the full description
of the model [41] such as random variables, and testing for loops/contradictions.
To compute the odds of reaching some part of a program graph, we need tools. Our
first tool is the standard sampling-with-replacement expression of Equation 2.
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(2)

procedure relax Ð
if
tired=="no" AND weekend then

Ñ

Ð

gotoMall; gotoParty; Ñ

function weekend Ð
return day=="saturday" OR day=="sunday"

Ñ

procedure gotoMall Ð
if
day=="sunday" then doThis

Ñ

procedure gotoParty Ð
atParty="yes"
if
time>2am then

Ñ

procedure gotoHome
doThat

atParty="no"; gotoHome else gotoParty;

Ð

Ñ

Figure 4: A sample of procedural code.
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Figure 5: Conversion of the procedural code in Figure 4 to a graph containing noedges (between incompatible nodes), and-nodes (which model conjunction), yes-edges
(which model valid inferences), and or-nodes (which model disjunctions). And-nodes
are shown as rectangles and or-nodes are shown as ellipses.
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Figure 6: A program pathway extracted from Figure 5 that leads to “atParty=yes”.
And-nodes are shown as rectangles and or-nodes are shown as ellipses.
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To derive this expression, recall that an event with probability 7 does not happen
#
after trials with probability Ê+ÒÈ7Í Î . Hence, at probability Ç , the event will happen
with the probability shown in Equation 2. This equation assumes test independence;
i.e. the effects of performing one test do not affect the others.
Our second tool is an average case analysis of the reachability of programs. As
sume that “ ~ ” number of inputs have been presented to a graph containing  nodes.
From these inputs, we grow a tree of pathways down to some random node within the
graph (e.g., see the shaded!%
tree
Ó}Ô in Figure 6). The odds of reaching a node straight
away from the inputs is 7
. The probability of reaching an and-node with x:~
/
!
&
Õ ÔÖ ×
parents is the probability of reaching all its parents; i.e. 7Õ ÔÖ
where 7 Ó is
7 Ó
the probability we computed in the prior step of the simulation (and 7 being the base
/
case). The probability of reaching an or-node with @Ø{ parents is the probability of not
!
×
o
Ù
Ú
missing any of its parents; i.e. 7 Ù Ú
(via Equation 2. If the ratio
+9È2Ê+9ÈS7 Ó Í
of and-nodes in a network is x:~Æ , then the ratio of or-nodes in the same network is
+6ÈÛx:~j . The odds of reaching some random node 7 Ì ! is the weighted sum of the
x:~jÜ7 Õ Ô.ÖÝ @ØsÜ7 Ù Ú .
probabilities of reaching and-nodes or or-nodes;
i.e. 7 Ì
#
We can convert 7 Ì to the number of tests required to be 99% sure of find a fault with
probability 7 Ì by rearranging Equation 2 to:

#

!

BÞÊ+ßÈà,¤| áá.Í
KB Ê +Èâ7 Ì Í

(3)

After 150,000 simulations of this model, the number of random inputs required to
be 99% sure of reaching a node were usually either surprisingly small or impractically
large:

* In 55% of the runs, less than 100 random tests had a 99% chance of reaching any
node. This result is consistent with numerous simple i/o pathways.

* In 20% of the runs, the number of random tests required to be 99% sure of
reaching any node was between one million and +,:=¿ . This result is consistent
with large unreachable regions.
In the remaining 25% of cases, systems needed between 10,000 and 1,000,000 random
tests to be probed adequately. In these remaining cases, a few approximate tests would
be inadequate to probe a system.
( !
The good news from this simulation is that for most systems ( ãã Ý
ã
ã.ä ), a
small number of tests will yield as much information as an impossibly large number of
tests. For these systems:

* There is no point conducting lengthy and expensive testing since a limited testing
regime will yield as much information as an elaborate testing procedure.

* Approximate testing is an adequate test regime.
The bad news from this simulation is twofold. Firstly, the Menzies & Cukic model
is an average-case analysis of the recommended effort associated with testing. By definition, such an average case analysis says little about extreme cases of high criticality.
7

Hence, our analysis must be used with care if applied to safety-critical software. Secondly, according to this model, approximate testing is inadequate in at least 25% of the
space of systems explored by Menzies & Cukic. Hence, for those 25% of systems and
for safety-critical systems, we need alternatives to approximate testing.
2.2. åkfiaæçgjtvu
One alternative to approximate testing is statistical sampling. Statistical sampling
theory provides methods for assessing systems using far fewer tests than proposed by
Equation 1. This section will discuss two examples of sampling. The first example will
use t-tests and the second example will use the sampling-with-replacement equation.
The advantage of these sampling techniques is that unlike Equation 1, sampling
techniques are not effected by the size of the system. The number of tests recommended
by Equation 1 grows exponentially as the system size grows. However, the number
of tests recommended by (e.g.) Equation 3 (see below) is only effected by required
reliability.
The disadvantage of these sampling techniques was stated above. Once an error has
been detected using cheap 00 techniques, then other methods such as 120 or 465
may be required to localize and fix the error.
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Using statistical t-tests, a surprisingly number of tests can certify even complex
systems. This method will be presented by example.
A mere 40 tests was required to assess an expert system that controlled a complex
chemical plant (125 kilometers of highly inter-connected piping) [42, 40]. The goal of
that assessment was to test that the expert system was at least at good as human operators in running the plant. In that design, the expert system and the human operators
took turns to run the plant. At the end of a statistically significant number of trials, the
mean performance were compared using a t-test. Let  and ~ be the number of trials
of expert system and the human experts respectively. Each trial generates a performance score (time till unusual operations): ì
= . . . ì¹í with mean î 8 for the humans;
and performance scores ï . . . ï Ô with mean îð for the expert system. We need to find
=
÷
÷
a ñ value as follows:
! õ òsöó ÷ ; ò ô ö ÷
!ýüþ 8BÿÆ; ò ó
! üÞþ ð ÿ ; ò ô
ñ
|
where A
and ð A
Ô
í
ô

øó ù û
ú
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Let x be the degrees of freedom. If ~

, , the x
~ Ý È

reject the hypothesis that expert system is worse than the human (i.e. î

!
8
95% confidence if ñ is less than ( È
È9+.| À:ã ).
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Another statistical technique is to use the sampling-with-replacement equation of
Equation 3. In this approach, it is assumed that systems need only be tested to some prespecified level of reliability; e.g. a probability of failure on demand of +,; . Further,
it is assumed that tests are selected at random and a single test does not effect the
results of the other tests. Given these assumptions, then we can use the sampling-with-
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Figure 7: Chance of finding an error = +ÞÈÊ +ÞÈ x  Ø Ø x Í . Theoretically, 4603
tests are required to achieve a 99% chance of detecting moderately infrequent bugs; i.e.
those which occur at a frequency of 1 in a thousand cases [27].
replacement expression of Equation 3 to assess the cost-benefit curve of random testing.
Consider a search
! for a moderately low-frequency event such as one-in-a-thousand. For
this system, 7Ì
,¤| ,,¤+ and Equation 3 tell us that 4603 randomly selected tests are
required to be 99% certain that we will reveal that event. To compute other tests sizes
using sampling-with-replacement, see Figure 7.
2.3. åcmod.a agjtvuæ n.r
The discussion so far has assumed that the number of tests is somehow pre-specified
and fixed. In practice, test engineers often use stopping rules to adjust the time spent
in testing. Three such stopping rules are reliability certification testing and bayesian
stopping rules, and fault-based testing.
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Certification tests using reliability demonstration charts have been introduced by
Musa, Iannino and Okumoto [46]. They are based on sequential sampling theory,
which is very efficient in the sense of giving the result (reliability certification) at the
earliest possible time, i.e., smallest possible number of tests.
A reliability demonstration chart is shown in Figure 8. There are three regions
on the chart: reject, test and accept. A failure is plotted to the chart when it occurs
during random testing in which tests are selected according to the operational profile
(an operational profile is a statement of what input values are expected at runtime).
The vertical axis on the chart denotes the failure number, while the horizontal axis
denotes normalized occurrence time (for example, occurrence time multiplied by the
failure intensity objective). Depending on where the failure is plotted with respect to
the graph regions, testing is stopped (with the program either accepted or rejected) or
continued.
The number of tests required for reliability certification test in this technique depends on the position of the lines between reject, continue and accept regions. Their
exact position will depend on
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Figure 8: The reliability demonstration chart.

* The discrimination ratio, or the error in estimating failure intensity one is willing
to accept.

* The consumer level of risk, or the probability one is willing to accept of falsely
saying the failure intensity objective has been met when it is not.

* The supplier level risk, or the probability one is willing to accept of falsely saying
the failure intensity objective has not been met when it is.
When risk levels and/or the discrimination ratio decrease, the continue region becomes larger. This situation requires more testing before reaching either accept or
reject region.
This method is a practical version of a stopping rule, based on the required software
reliability. It has seen its application in telecommunications industry. For the details
of how to set appropriate levels of risks and discrimination ratio, interested readers are
encouraged to look for statistical details in [47].
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When safety critical systems are tested, the usual goal is to achieve certain level
of confidence that the predefined level of reliability has been achieved. Recall that


Equation 2 said that Àfy , successful tests are needed to have
99% confidence that the
probability of failure is indeed less than or equal to +,¤; . However, this model does
not address the question of what happens when failures occur during those 4,603 tests.
Suppose a failure is detected at test 3,500. A common sense approach would require
fixing the fault that caused the failure and the repetition of reliability certification, i.e.,
in this specific case, running all Àhy , tests again. However, since failure occurrences
in random testing are random events, debugging may not be necessary. In other words,
program may actually be exhibiting the required reliability, even though it had failed.
The problem is how many additional tests need to be executed successfully following one or more failures, to be able to certify requested reliability without debugging.
Littlewood and Wright [36] proposed one solution, based on Bayesian statistics:
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1. At the start of the certification test, compute ~ , the number of failure free ex=
ecutions for the certification test to succeed and stop. This figure might come
from Equation 2.
2. Execute the test cases. If all ~ executions succeed, stop testing and software
=
reliability can be certified at the required level. Otherwise, a failure is observed
at execution and testing stops.

=



3. In the light of evidence of one failure in executions, a number of further failure
=
free executions, ~ , where ~
~ , is determined.

A

A#%

=

4. Test executions proceed and either ~ executions
 succeed (and reliability certiA 
fied), of a failure is observed on demand Ý
=
A . In the later case, steps 3 and 4
keep being repeated.
Note that if the program does not have the required reliability, testing may continue
forever. In a sense, this technique is similar to Musa’s reliability certification charts,
but the reasoning that leads to accept or continue testing decisions is different.
Stopping rules proposed by Littlewood et. al. [37] are based on Bayesian statistics.
Assume that target reliability level for a program is +B,; , denoted by  . Testing be/
gins with an ignorance prior probability of failure & , meaning that & is equally likely
to assume any value between , and + . As successful tests are executed, followed by
observed failures, the prior information changes to reflect these observations. These
observations are incorporated in a Beta distribution with appropriate values for its two
parameters. Whenever a failure occurs, in addition to an update to prior distribution
of failure probability, the additional number of successful tests that indicate a posterior
distribution confirming the target failure probability,  , is computed. Readers inter/
ested in understanding the details of this approach are encouraged to read [36, 37, 16].

(¤£ f£ f£#'¯ ³±èµÄë("©¯ ¼º)Ë»fº>¼µKª¬½Q¾
Software fault injection is the process of physically injecting a fault into the program. Fault seeding is a statistical fault injection method used to estimate the number
of faults remaining in the program after the testing has been performed [44]. Let 5 denote the known number of injected faults, the total number of faults detected
through

testing, and  the number of injected faults detected by testing (+*
and ,*Û5 ).
Under the assumption that both injected and inherent faults are equally likely to be
#
detected, an estimate of the number of inherent faults is

#

! 5



Ê â
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Stopping rules depend on the type of the program under test. Typical rules require
that between 80% and 100% of the injected faults are detected by black box testing.
Mutation analysis is a technique similar to fault seeding [18]. Multiple copies of
the program are made, and in each copy, one or more faults are injected using one of the
mutant operators. Mutant program copies are tested with input data sets. The goal of
mutation analysis is to determine which data set is able to detect the changes. Mutation
analysis inspired Jeff Voas and his colleagues to estimate the conditional probability
11

that, given a fault in the program location, the data state becomes infected and results
in incorrect outputs. Systematic generation and injection of faults into different program locations, combined with measurements of the above mentioned probability, is
called sensitivity analysis [55]. Further, Voas declares that in order to achieve testable
software, one needs to perform sensitivity analysis and go back to the specification
and design phase and change the insensitive program locations, that is, those which
are responsible for not propagating (injected) faults into failures. Alternatively, instead
of redesign, more testing effort can be directed towards program segments with lower
testability. No stopping rules have been defined for sensitivity analysis testing.
Nowadays it is generally agreed that fault based testing does not provide an insight
into how good the code is per se. It rather answers “what if” scenarios by simulating
human factor errors and environment failures. When safety is of concern, fault-based
methods can be a useful complement to reliability assessment but cannot replace it. The
main drawback of fault-based testing for the reliability assessment is the questionable
(oversimplified) representativeness of injected faults.
-v
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120 partition testing is a testing regime where, unlike 00 , analysts have information about where they should look to repair a failed test. In 120 testing, analysts reflect
over the internals of a program to invent test inputs that exercise 3 different partitions
within a program. Partitions divide up the program’s behavior into equivalence classes.
Each class represents one interesting behavior of the system. For example, one equivalence class might relate to an incorrect password being offered at a login prompt. 0E0
testing might test that prompt again and again with hundred of combinations of different character strings. The same test developed using 120 methods might require only
two tests: one for a correct login password and one for an incorrect password.
Since 120 tests let us examine the internals of a program, they can be used to
define stopping rules for a test regime. An often used criteria is coverage; i.e. stop
testing a system when we have covered all parts of it. Various coverage criteria have
been defined such as

* Exercise all lines in the program at least once.
* Check that all conditionals have been used at least once.
* For every conditional branch, ensure that both branches have been exercised.
* Ensure that all pathways between where a variable is set and where it is used are
covered. This coverage criteria has been further divided according to how the
variable is used; e.g. used in a conditional, used outside of a conditional.
For example, the Modified Condition Decision Coverage (MC/DC) criterion is very
frequently by software testers in the aviation industry [51] for software based airborne
systems. In this specific environment, a 100% coverage is required.
One of the benefits of 120 should be that analysts can use their expertise into the
process of finding errors. A common pre-experimental intuition is that this expertise
greatly increases the chances that 120 will find more errors than 0E0 . However this
12

turns out not to be the usual case for three reasons: incomplete coverage, partition
creation and detection effectiveness (discussed below). In general, 120 is not better
than 0E0 at detecting errors. However, the real win with 120 is that it is much better
than 00 at locating errors once they have been detected.
3.1. 4t65@dhiacæ n:m{n87d:9¤n.bBkun
Coverage-based 120 testing can be an inadequate testing strategy. Fenton [22,
p302] reports that even when we try to explore the entire space of a program, the
average reachable “objects” (paths, linearly independent paths, edges, statements) is
only 40% at most. Some evidence for Fenton’s claim was seen in Figure 3: even in
mature, well-tested systems in frequent use, coverage may be far less than 100%.
Demanding full coverage can be prohibitively expensive. While MC/DC is less
demanding than full branch condition coverage, it presents a huge cost overhead for
large avionics systems. Boeing estimates that 40% of the software development costs
for the 777 were spent on testing. Hence, testing to this standard has become a major
cost driver in the development of new aircraft ; .
Also, even if full coverage is achieved, coverage only comments on the structure
of the code, and hence may not uncover problems associated with missing or incorrect
requirements. Nor can coverage-based 120 uncover systemic problems to do with the
interaction between components. Other techniques such as 00 are required to find
these systemic problems.
3.2. <6bBd>=.æ n.iâr ??gmA@<Ekhb.m gmg dhtB7Åb@nBkm g dft
Creating the 3 partitions used in 120 testing is a non-trivial task. An analyst
must mentally consider how all inputs would flow into a system and past the program
conditionals. If the program flows are pushed deep into the system, then the analyst
will have a hard task ensuring that the flows are internally consistent. Automatic tools
could be used to build the possible flows through a program.
Such automatic tools would face two problems. Firstly, they would have to execute
over accurate representations of a system. Such a representation could come from
either the specification documents or the actual system. If the specification is used,
then experience strongly suggests that it will contain numerous inaccuracies that could
confuse our automatic tools. If the actual system is used, then a call graph would have
to be extracted from the code. Generating a correct call graph is problematic. For
example, Murphy et. al. caution that in languages that support pointer to arbitrary
constructs, then the problem is fundamentally intractable [45]. Different call graph
generators tame this computational problem via a variety of heuristic design decisions.
These heuristics alter the call graphs generated. For example, Murphy et. al. report
significant differences in the graphs produced by different call graph generators [45].
The other problem with automatic partitioning is that it can be very slow. Gabow
et.al. [24] showed that building pathways across programs with contradictions is NPcomplete for all but the simplest software models (a software model is very simple if
C

The total development cost for the B777 was $5 billion. Approximately half of this was software development; hence roughly a billion dollars were spent on software testing.
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it is very small, or it is a simple tree, or it has a dependency networks with out-degree
*+ ). No fast and complete algorithm for NP-complete tasks has been discovered,
despite decades of research.
3.3. D[n:m{nE5:m g dftGF6HúnI5:mgJ9¤n.tÒnr r
The other problem with 120 is detection effectiveness. The chances of detecting an
error with 120 probing is nearly the same as with 0E0 [27]. This is a counter-intuitive
result but it is simple to demonstrate. Let us assume that our 3 partitions each have
a different probability 7LK of detecting
an error. Clearly, the chances of finding all the
#
errors in all the partitions after K tests in each partition is

+È

MON
P
KRQ

Ê+ÈË7LK.Í ÎTSEU

(4)

=

120 can be compared to 0E0 if we# compare Equation 4 with the probability of finding
an error with probability 7Ì after random black box tests; i.e. Equation 2. To make
the comparison meaningful,N we should insist that the total number of tests performed
# !WV
# N
is the same; i.e.
. [27] performs a lengthy comparison of the ratio
KRQ
=
of Equation 4 to Equation 2 using various relationships between 7LK and 7Ì . In the
overwhelming majority of their studies, this ratio was nearly always very close to unity;
i.e. 120 was not much better than 00 at detecting errors.
This bizarre and surprising result has been duplicated many times (see the literature
reviews in [27, 26]). In only two cases has it has been refuted:
* In the special case where all inputs are equally likely, then it can be shown that
120 using 3 partitions can be up to 3 times better than 00 at finding errors [26]. However, given the high cost of creating the 3 partitions, a factor of
3 improvement in the utility of 120 is not overly impressive.
* Suppose a programmer repeatedly comments out out half the remaining code
until an error disappears. In effect, this programmer is performing a binary-chop
partitioning strategy to create a partition with an increased chance of holding the
error. In this case, 7K would increase to a value much larger than 7Ì and 120
becomes a viable testing regime. That is, while 120 may be not much better
than 0E0 for detecting errors, it is superior for localizing errors once they have
been detected [27].
X

465UFZY
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J¤I
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The picture emerging here is that 120 augments 00 methods. We saw above
that 0E0 methods can be surprisingly useful at detecting errors, but may give little
assistance in solving the detected errors. On the other hand, the costs of 120 may
not be justified given its relatively weak error detection properties (compared to 0E0 ).
Nevertheless, 120 is better than 00 at localizing the source of an error.
Extending the picture, we say that 465 testing augments 120 and 00 methods. 465 combines a powerful first-order query mechanism for detecting errors and
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a method for finding the cause of the error. Theoretically, far fewer 465 tests are required than with 0E0 and 120 , since a single 465 first-order query is equivalent to
many 120 or 0E0 test inputs [38]. Further, mature and highly optimized tools exist for
465 testing.
As we shall see below, the benefits of 465 come at considerable cost. Often only
small critical sections of systems can be tested using 465 . [38] argue that 465 should
be viewed as one method in a spectrum of testing regimes. Since formal methods can
only be applied to a small part of a system, 465 should be proceeded by cheaper forms
of testing such as 0E0 and 120 to identify the important parts of a system.
4.1. `\=Bd]m465
In 465 , we write a system twice ^ . Once a program or specification is understood,
we write its again in a high-level formal representation. This representation contains
the essential features of the specification. The representation is formal in the sense that
all its constructs have a precise semantics which can be revealed by automatic model
checkers such as SPIN [30].
A formal model has two parts: a systems model and a properties model. The systems model describes how the program can change the values of variables while the
properties model describes global invariants that must be maintained when the system
executes. Often, a temporal logic is used to express the properties model. Temporal
logic is classical logic augmented with some temporal operators such as
_
ì : always ì is true
`
ì : eventually ì is true,
a
ì : ì is true at the next time point
ìcbêï : ì is true until ï is true
For example, the simple pseudo-English requirement “the brake should always be
applied between seeing the danger and the car stopping” might be written as the following properties model in temporal logic:
deJegf$hjilkjmRnpoqrmrmRitsvuwegxhynzoq{|A}~st egxhynoq{|A}~J~
 egnhjmoO|iegxhynoq{|A}~J~J~

Modern model checkers search the systems model for a method of proving the
negation of the properties model. If successful, then these model checkers can return a
counter-example that describes exactly how the systems model can fail. Analysts find
these counter-examples very useful in tracing out how the causes and fixed for a bug.
4.2. p@n7dhrsm r dEú465
The three costs of 465 are the writing cost, the running cost, and the rewriting
costs. The writing cost has two components. Firstly, there is a short supply of analysts skilled in creating temporal logic models. Secondly, even when analysts with the
right skills are available, the writing process is time-consuming. In recent years, much
progress has been made in reducing this writing cost. For example:



* In the KAOS system [54], analysts write a properties model by incrementally
augmenting object-oriented scenario diagrams with temporal logic statements.
Exception: see 

, discussed below.
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Potentially, this research reduces the costs of formal requirements analysis by
integrating the writing of the properties model into the rest of the system development.

* Dwyer et.al. [19, 20] have identified temporal logic patterns within the temporal
logic formulae seen in many real-world properties models. For each pattern, they
have defined an expansion from the intuitive pseudo-English form of the pattern
to a formal temporal logic formulae. In this way, analysts are shielded from the
complexity of formal logics.
Another significant cost of 465 is the running cost of model checking. A rigorous
analysis of formal properties implies a full-scale search through the systems model;
i.e. Equation 1. This space can be too large to explore, even on today’s fast machines.
Much of the research into 465 focuses on how to reduce this running cost of model
checking. Various techniques have been explored:
Abstraction or partial ordering: Only use the part of the space required for a particular proof. Implementations exploiting this technique can restrain how the space
is traversed [25, 43], or constructed in the first place; e.g. [23, 52].
Clustering: Divide the systems model into sub-systems which can be reasoned about
separately [13, 57, 11, 48].
Meta-knowledge: Avoid studying the entire space. Instead, only study succinct metaknowledge of the space. One example used an eigenvector analysis of the longterm properties of the systems model under study [33].
Exploiting symmetry: Prove properties in some part of the systems model, then reuse
those proofs if ever those parts are found elsewhere in the systems model [12].
Semantic minimization: Replace the space with some smaller, equivalent space [31]
or ordered binary decision diagrams [7]. For example, the BANDERA system [15] reduces both the systems modeling cost and the execution cost via
automatically extracting (slicing) the minimum portions of a JAVA program’s
bytecodes which are relevant to particular properties models.
While the above tools have all proved useful in their test domains, they may not be
universally applicable:

* Certain optimizations require expensive pre-processing, such as [33].
* Exploiting symmetry is only useful if the system under study is highly symmetric.

* Clustering generally fails for tightly connected models.
* Splicing systems like BANDERA are very language specific. BANDERA only
works on implemented JAVA systems and not for (e.g.) specification documents.
Due to the high running costs, a common cycle is to:
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1. Write a formal model,
2. Try to run it,
3. Realize that it is too large to check formally,
4. Try to shrink the model it by rewriting it at some higher level of abstraction.
That is, apart from the writing cost and the running cost, the other cost of 465 is the
rewriting cost.
In summary, often only small descriptions of systems can be formally tested. Anecdotally, we know of one case where the invariants from 30 JAVA classes takes 1GB of
main memory to check formally, even using a state-of-the-art automatic model checker.
Testing larger systems may not be testable using 465 since such larger systems would
require exponentially more memory than 1GB. Consequently, in the general case, classic formal methods does not reduce the effort of testing a system. However, for the
the kernel of mission-critical or safety-critical systems, the large cost of 465 is often
justified.
4.3. åcmhæ n.r¡dIvÒdhbilkæpUn:m@dhr
The previous section described traditional 465 . We denote this traditional style
and distinguish it from other styles such as 4<;Þ=5 or lightweight formal methods; 4?/B5 or manual formal methods; and 49AB5 or full life cycle formal methods. The
index 7 in 498.5 denotes the level of rigor and effort required to apply that style of
formal methods testing.
One example of lightweight formal methods ( 4<;Þ=>5 ) is the work of Schnieder
et.al. [52]. In this lightweight approach, a model checker was used to describe a system. However, only partial descriptions of the systems and properties models were
constructed. Despite their incomplete nature, Schneider et.al. found that such partial
models could still detect significant systems errors.
Leveson’s work on software fault trees (SFT) [35] is an example of an ultra-lightweight
formal method. SFTs have a fully formal semantics. Yet they are lightweight to construct since they are typically very small. For example, the SFT for an if-then-else
statement has only a few entries since if-then-else is a simple construct. Leveson et.al.
heuristically applied a library of SFTs to procedural code. They argue that SFTs found
as many errors in less time than a traditional 4 = 5 analysis. Note that this result endorses either the utility of 4<;Þ=5 or our above argument that approximate testing is
often an adequate testing regime.
Manual formal methods ( 4?/5 ) implies the manual construction and manipulation
of intricate mathematical descriptions of a systems model written in (e.g.) the Z notation. Due to the manual nature of 4?/ 5 , it can only be applied by highly skilled
analysts to very small descriptions of programs.
4=>5 was discussed in the previous section. 4=5 can be criticized for being
applied too late in the software life cycle. Such critics rhetorically ask

4=5

“Why debug an incorrect system into correctness? Would it not be better
to build demonstrably correct systems in the first place?”
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Advocates of this write-it-right 49A5 approach build systems from libraries of components. Automatic refinement methods specialize and combine members of the component library into an executable [53, 9]. Knowledge about the particular application
being constructed is used to constrain and inform the refinement process.
The dream of 4 A 5 is that systems will never need testing since there were generated from components that have been formally proved correct using an automatic
refinement method that has also been proved correct. The reality of 49A5 is that the
technology currently available for automatic generation is not perfect. While refining a
single component may maintain the correctness of that component, when components
combine it is not clear that correctness can be guaranteed. Also, the cost of building
and maintaining the library of formally proved components is non-trivial. Extensive
and elaborate mathematical annotations must be added to each component in order to
support proving it’s correctness and combining it with other components. An open
question for 49A5 research is “will the benefits of 49AB5 be out-weighted by the cost
of developing the component library?”.
v3[[

J

I

We have explored how many tests it takes to certify software. Tests have been
characterized as samples of the space of possible pathways within a program. Such
pathways clump together variables and any probe into that clump will yield information
about the entire clump. Hence, the required number of tests need not be exponential on
program size.
A system can be tested approximately when a few randomly selected probes finds
most of the clumps. This does not happen when the internal pathways are too complex
to condense into a small number of clumps. Based on a simulation of reaching nodes
in an and-or graph, it was argued above that such overly-complex paths occur at least
25% of the time. Hence, approximate testing cannot be endorsed for safety critical and
mission critical systems.
To improve on approximate testing, we then exploring sampling. Given a known
required level of reliability, then Equation 2 can return the number of required random
tests. For even moderate levels of reliability (e.g. find all faults with a frequency of

one-in-a-thousand),
then thousands of tests may be required (Equation 2 says that at
!
7¤Ì
+, ; , 4603 random tests are required to be 99% certain of finding the fault).
When sampling, test engineers often use feedback from the test results to control
when to stop testing. Three stopping criteria discussed here were reliability certification
testing, bayesian stopping rules, and fault-based testing.
An alternative to random black box probing of a system is white box partitioning.
White box testing allows an analyst to use knowledge of internal program structure to
define test cases and stopping criteria based on system coverage. However, there any
several drawbacks with white box testing including incomplete or expensive coverage,
the cost of creating accurate partitions, and the comparative effectiveness of white box
testing. Compared to random black box probing, white box testing is no better than
detecting errors but is superior at localizing errors.
Formal methods can find errors with far fewer tests than white box or black box
methods. Further, when an error is detected, formal method model checkers can re-
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turn a counter-example showing exactly what must be changed to prevent the error.
However, the benefits of formal methods come at considerable cost including the cost
of writing the formal model (analysts skilled in formal analysis are in short supply),
running the formal model (which, in the worst case, has to run through an exponential
number of states in the program), and then rewriting the model if we need to reduce
its size and associated runtime cost. Much research has been devoted to reducing these
costs but, for the moment, formal methods can only be successfully applied to small descriptions of systems. Hence, it is good practice to precede formal methods with other,
cheaper and less complete testing regimes, in order to focus the analysis on relevant
portions.
This chapter reviewed different styles of formal methods. It is an open question if
these different styles will change the way we use formal methods in the future. For
example, full life cycle formal methods could remove the bugs before we insert them
into our systems. However, this approach come at considerable cost. Lightweight
formal methods are another exciting alternative style of formal methods. However, it is
possible that “lightweight formal methods” are really just a synonym for “approximate
testing”; i.e. any testing regime (lightweight formal methods or random black box
testing) will quickly reveal many bugs.
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